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The warm weather is finally upon us. Hooray!! One thing about being an
Albertan, we never take warm weather for granted! This has been an
incredibly different spring and summer though, hasn’t it? Who among us
could have predicted that we would have lockdowns, hyper sanitation and
physical isolation measures across the globe? True
to our rural spirit, we have been doing a good job
however of supporting each other through the
rough spots, and it’s certain that we will continue.
And finally, some hot summer weather…Stay safe.
April saw some recommendations regarding social
distancing and restricted access to senior and medical facilities that meant
most of our volunteers were unable to carry on with their usual acts of
kindness at this time. Those 65 and over were
instructed by the health minister to put their own
health and safety first. Only volunteers under 65 would
be allowed on-site. It meant a change to the way we
operate, that’s for sure! Our staff,
Mary and Ruby have been doing
double duty at the hospice suites
throughout the pandemic, and our
volunteers have changed the way
they provide palliative support, connecting by phone or
online using a tablet instead of visiting in person. Stylish
masks, aren’t they?
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During both Volunteer Appreciation
Week and Palliative Care Week,
the wonderful folks who volunteer
with the Olds and District Hospice
were recognized and thanked for
their contributions through radio,
and in the newspaper, and also
in some different ways than
usual - online through
Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram. Thank goodness we
have some techie’s on our
team these days! We usually get together yearly
and celebrate with other area volunteers but large social gatherings are ‘out’
for now, so we’ll have to wait to hug and handshake for a little longer.
We also know that the recent postponing and cancelling across the country
of events, conferences and trainings regarding palliative care, hospice and
end of life journeys was disappointing. We’ll do our best to keep you
informed of new dates
for those events as we
hear.
It’s amazing though,
how people have used
their creative brains to
figure out how to
continue to help each
other, even in these
times of physical
distancing. If you’re
feeling isolated, you
might want to take note of a new booklet “Working Through the Effects of
Social Isolation. It’s described on the last page of this newsletter.
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Our community has many FABULOUS VOLUNTEERS to be proud of! In
addition to thanking those who visit and support individuals and families
who are experiencing end of life journeys, we also would like to salute the
folks who volunteer to sit on our board and committees, those who work to
raise funds for our cause, those who provide donations or reduced fee
services to us, other groups, businesses
and agencies from all across the district.
You know who you are!
We’d be lost without you!

Thank you again for your heart
and your generosity!

Nurses, Nurses, Nurses!!
In May, Canadians took the time to
recognize and thank nurses, and this
year, we are especially grateful to them,
and to all the other essential workers who
ensure that our health care system is
staying well staffed and safe for us to
access. A few of our volunteers took to the street in a demonstration of
thanks. We got lots of honks
and waves from drivers and our
community members who feel
the same way we do! We have
some especially wonderful
nurses and aides who frequent
our hospice suites. We want
you to know how much your
care and kindness mean to us.
We’re so glad you chose to
work in this field!
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Olds and District Hospice Society 10th Year Anniversary
Time to Salute
Our Community in Action!!
With everything else going on, it might be easy to forget that we are
celebrating 10 years as a society this year. It certainly is going to be a year
to remember! Our plan for this year was threefold;
• to celebrate what we have accomplished together over the past decade,
• to recognize the contributions from community members and groups, and
• to continue to raise awareness of the benefits of having a palliative and
hospice program in the community.
We will have to wait to see when we’ll be able to get together to celebrate,
but that doesn’t mean we have to wait to recognize our long time
contributors. Over the past few months, we have highlighted a few of our
consistent and generous donors.This month we’d like to give a shout out to
our local radio station Cab-K radio operating
96.5 CKFM and Rock 104. They have been
awesome to work with
over these past 10
years and continue to
be so supportive of us!
Hats off to you!!
Seasons Encore and Home Care have
been important partners for the O&DHS
right from the start. The care provided to
Hospice residents and the willingness to
work alongside our staff has been
appreciated.They provide us with the
space we need to accommodate those
who choose to access hospice during
their end of life experience, and we are
grateful for their continued support.
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Another source of
our incredible
support has come
from a committed
group of volunteers
who work to keep the Nu 2U Thrift Store
thriving. Nu 2U provides a number of
services, keeping reusable goods out of the
landfill and providing much needed
household goods to those who need them at
a fraction of the cost. In the process, they
raise money to grant to local non-profit
groups and have been a valuable source of income for our projects to date.
We appreciate you and all that you do for us and for our local communities!
Kudos to you for your
commitment!!
Speak Up is an initiative
that seeks to encourage
people to make their end of
life wishes known to their
families before they are
gone. We know it’s hard for
some folks to think about
death, but we believe
talking about your wishes
beforehand can really be
helpful to those you leave
behind.
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2020 HIKE FOR HOSPICE
And What a Hike it Was!!
We didn’t know what to expect, but the
community came through for us with flying
colours!! Thank you to all the participants,
donors, and to our amazing community. We had
over 200 people participate in our virtual event,
complete with horses, donkeys, cows, kids
dressed as fruit, people with canes, people with
dogs, walking in town, on paths, in fields and
through the forest.
Together they raised over $25,000 for Hospice
Palliative support in the Mountain View County.
We miss connecting with you in person and are
looking forward to safely returning to our normal
event in the future while also including a virtual
touch. A special thank you to Cab-K
Broadcasting, Mountain View Publishing, Total
Image Salon,
Shaz de Spa,
Boston Pizza, Dr. Jody Carrington, Ruby
Elliott, Charlene Schramm, Kathy Kemmere,
Lizzy & Kathleen for their pipes & drums
performance and
the Hike
Committee for all
of your work, time
and donations.
Thank you to those that dressed up and
congratulations To the Moon and Back (Sonia
Munksgaard) for winning Pizza for a year! And
congrats to Pam Sahli and Debbie Rockwell
draw winners of gift certificates from Shaz de Spa and Total Image!!
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The first full week of May
marked National
Hospice Palliative Care
Week in Canada. It’s a
time to celebrate and
share achievements of
hospice palliative care
throughout the nation,
but it also provides a
platform to look at
shortcomings and create
bridges for these gaps.
This year, CHPCA
responded to a call for
an updated “Busting the
Myths” campaign.
Myths circulate about
accessibility, ease of
access, illness criteria
and cultural
misperceptions of
hospice palliative care
and impacts care that is
accessed and provided.

To read more about Myth Busters and many of their other
great projects, news and resources
you can connect online with
the Canadian Hospice Palliative Care Association (CHPCA)
at chpca.ca
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WORKING THROUGH THE EFFECTS
of
SOCIAL ISOLATION

Two of our volunteers, Kathy
and Carmel have put together
a great booklet “Working
Through the Effects of Social
Isolation” available at
https://
www.oldshospice.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/
WORKING-THROUGH-THEEFFECTS-of-SocialIsolation-2020.pdf
or by contacting Mary or
Ruby at the office.
It is a great read with lots of
inspirational excerpts and
some very good tools for
getting through the lonely

We would especially like to thank the families and friends
who have made donations these past few months in
memory of a loved one. Our commitment to excellence is
made possible through your thoughtful gifts.

Thank you one and all!!
We look forward to being able to be ‘present’ with you all again in the
near future, as our province gets back to something that resembles
normal. In the meantime, take care of yourselves!!
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